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Abstract 
In many behavioral synthesis systems, a one-clock scheme is assumed for both controller and 
datapath implementation An alternative solution to this purely synchronous control scheme is 
presented here. It is based on tuning the clock period according to data-path delays in order to 
suppress idle times due to synchronism. This scheme is mainly attractive when datapath opera
tions have heterogeneous delays. An implementation for such a control scheme is proposed. The 
silicon area overhead is very small while it allows a good performance enhancement. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Since a decade, an emerging design technique referred as High Level Synthesis (HLS) or as 
behavioral synthesis has been developed in CAD industry and in many research centers. It is 
intended to automate the earliest steps of the ASIC's design task. It consists in generating auto
matically the architecture of a circuit at the register transfer level from its behavioral specifica
tion, generally given as an input algorithm (see Me Farland 1988 or IEEE 1990) for a general 
presentation). Generically, the architecture consists of a data-path and of a controller in charge 
of sequencing the instructions of the input algorithm on the synthesized data-path. 

The two main tasks of data path synthesis are scheduling and allocations. The performance of 
the future architecture is fixed mainly during the scheduling phase of the synthesis: the operations 
of the data flow graph (DFG) are apportioned among control steps (c-steps) that is, among states 
of the control machine, according to data dependencies and to design constraints. (e.g. Ku 1990, 
Paulin 1989, Paulin 1990, Cloutier 1990, Camposano 1991). The allocation phase consists in 
mapping the variables and operations of the input algorithm onto a minimal amount of hardware. 

The underlying control scheme adopted for synthesis strongly influences the circuit perfor
mance a~ well as the scheduling process itself. 

Generally a "synchronous" clocking scheme is taken : a Finite State Machine (F.S.M) imple
ments the sequencing of the input algorithm and drives the data-path signals through combina-
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tiona! logic. Depending whether there are data dependent transitions in the behavioral description 
or not, the lower bound T of the clock period is : 

T=TFsM + Tcomb + T datapath or T=Max (TFSM + Tcomb ,Tdatapath). 
T FSM is the internal delay of the FSM for delivering the next state, Tcomb is the delay of the control 
logic. T datapath is the time requested for completion of data transfers from register to register 
through functional units (f. u.s). Due to the synchronism of the controller, T datapath must be taken 
equal to the longest delay in the data-path, i.e. : 

T datapath = Max d(s) with d(s) = Max . T data-transfer 
s E (c_ steps) data-transfers dunng s 

where T data-transfer denotes the time requested for a data transfer from registers to register through 
operations. 

Thus, in both cases. the period of the controller is fixed by the slowest operation (i.e. the slow
est data-transfer on the data-path) over all c-steps. Consequently, unnecessary slack time inter
vals are added to the other c-steps. This may result in poor performance if the delays of operations 
are heterogeneous. For instance, if a (X :sons) is performed in a c-step, 50 ns are wasted at every 
c-step involving only ( +: 3ons). Even for the same type of operation, this heterogeneity can be due 
to the f.u. type implementing the operations or simply due to the data bitwidth involved. For 
instance, in experiments given in Chaiyakul 1992, on the same example, d(s) varies from 63ns to 
252ns as the data bitwidth ranges from 8 to 32 bits. 

With regard to the whole performance of the circuit, the total idle time due to such a clocking 
scheme is: 

T ~~< = I F,. ( Max {d (s))-d(s)) where F5 denotes the number of times c-step sis acti-
s E {c_slepsl S 

vated. It can be very large in the data operations have heterogeneous delays .. 
Multi-cycling operations (i.e. making operations overlap c-steps) is a commonly mentioned 

trick for minimizing these idle times by making slow operations overlap c-steps (this can be done 
with pipeline or non-pipeline f. u.s). But, these idle times can not be totally removed if the delays 
of the operations cannot be expressed as integral multiples of a common delay. In Narayan 1992, a 
method for determining, prior to scheduling, the clock period that minimizes slack times is pres
ented. 

Table I summarizes scheduling results published in numerous papers (e.g. Hwang 91) on the 
benchmark filter example taken from Dewilde 1985 : multiplications are assumed to overlap two 
consecutive c-steps and additions are not chained. 

Table 1 Scheduling results for several synthesis parameters 

Adders Multipliers. 2 stage pipe- #c-steps # c-steps with # c-steps with 
line Mult. only+ X (and+) 

28 8 20 

2 I 21 5 16 

2 2 18 10 8 

3 3 17 9 8 

I 28 17 II 

2 19 8 II 

3 18 7 II 

3 2 17 9 8 

2 2 18 II 7 
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Tidle can be obtained on the following way: 
- if d( +) = l/2 d( X), then Tidle = 0 
-if d(+) < l/2 d( X), then d(s)=l/2 d( X) and Tidle = (1/2 d( X)- d(+)) *column 5 
-if d( +) > 112 d( X), then d(s)=d( +)and Tidle = (d( +)- 1/2 d( X)) * column 6 

2 ADAPTATIVE CONTROL 

2.1 Principle 

225 

For non-pipelined designs, a controller architecture allowing to adjust independently the delay 
of every c-step to the minimum leads to a higher speed since there are no idle times. Such a con
troller structure is depicted in Figure I. 

r--------, 
I DATA PATH 

flags 

Figure I Controller structure for adjusted clocking 

It is mainly composed of a counter in charge of computing the delay d(s) of every c-step s. It is 
loaded with a parameter K5, depending on s. After K5 clock periods, it delivers a rising edge on its 
output which is used as the clock for the FSM. Once the outputs of the FSM and the outputs of the 
combinational logic are stable, i.e. after aT FSM + Tcomb delay, the counter is loaded with the new 
value of K5. Due to its simplicity , such a counter can have a very fast clock (typically up to 

IOOMhz). The Ks coefficients are taken equal to Ks = rd(s)/Tclkl where Tclk is the clock 
period. The delay line on Figure I delivers the load signal of the counter once the combinational 
block outputs are stable, i.e. after T FSM + Tcomb· 

This structure can be simplified for data path dominated designs, i.e. ifT FSM + Tcomb is of the 
same order as Tclk· The delay line is removed, K5+ I instead of K5 is sent to the counter, its output 
signal enables directly the clock of the FSM. 

Doing so, the idle time of every c-step is reduced to d(s)-K5.Tclk, instead of being 
Max(d(s))-d(s) with a "synchronous" control. It must be noticed that, due to the simplicity of the 
added hardware, Tclk can be very short (see below) involving so a very small total idle time. 

With such a clocking scheme, the execution time of the circuit is L Fs-fTFsM + Tcomb+d(s)) 
(instead of being L Fs-[T FSM + Tcomb+ T datapathl for synchronous control). 
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2.2 Implementation 

Figure 2 gives the mask of such a 4-bit counter with its peripheral logic. It has been designed 
using the Cadence silicon compiler and the 1.2 ~m ES2 module library. Its frequency is 87 Mhz 
while its silicon area is 0.24 mm2. Let's recall that its frequency is bitwidth independent while 
its area growths as log(max Ks). On the taken behavioral description example, depending on 
data-transfers involved at every c-step, d(s) ranges from 15ns to 140 ns. The behavioral descrip
tion contains 13 c-steps that leads to a controller implementation with T FSM+ T COMB = 40ns. 

Figure 2 Layout example of a controller allowing "adjusted control" 

Thus, on this example, idle times are at most II ns per control step. Using a "synchronous" 
control, the clock should be set to 180ns at least. Just considering the fastest operation, the idle 
time would be at least equal to (140-IS)*number of executions. 

2.3 Considerations for high level synthesis 

Such a control scheme has consequences on the synthesis process itself since the delay of con
trol steps is no longer a constant but tuned to the delay of operations : 
-the cost function to be considered during the scheduling of operations is no longer the number of 
c-steps but the sum of the delays of the c- steps. This makes most of the published scheduling 
algorithms inadequate. So we have developed a new scheduler (see Rouzeyre 1994). The results 
given in section 3 show that adaptative control minimizes not only idle times but also reduces the 
number of c-steps and thus TFSM. 
- the second one, related to the first one, is the importance of the choice of the functional units 
types for the operations of the input algorithm (module selection and module type binding) since 
the delay of the operations depends on this choice (and thus d(s)). 
- It is clear that the profit of using such a clocking scheme versus "synchronous" control will be 
all the better that the operations delays are very dissimilar. Thus this control model is very ade
quate when the design space is very large. This is the case when there are many operations types 
in the behavioral description or when the synthesis system offers the possibility of implementing 
several operations of the same type (lets say additions) using different functional units types (lets 
say ripple-carry and look-ahead carry adders) with different delays in the same design (e.g. Tim
mer 1993). 
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Let us illustrate these points on the D.F.G. fragment in Figure 3.a. The different possible 
execution times of those three functions are given in Figure 3.b in which Oi represents a functional 
unit able to implement the operation. Figure 3.c depicts the scheduling solution according to syn
chronous control (cost function : the number of c_step ). The clock period is then at least equal to 
230 ns or 180 ns depending on the binding of operations to functional units (Figure 3.d, 3.e). Fig
ure 3.f shows the scheduling solution with an adjusted clocking scheme (considering the cost 
function as the sum ofthe delay of the c_steps. The binding is given in Figure 3.g. The execution 
time for this fragment is now equal to (80+50)ns= 130ns versus 180ns. Results given in Table I 
show that, conversely to what this example suggests, the use of an adaptative control scheme does 
not increase the number of c-steps ). These points are addressed and detailed in Rouzeyre 1994 a . . . 
~·'o/~ . . . . 

Li me(ns) 01 02 03 
fl 230 70 50 
f2 180 80 
f3 70 

Figure 3.a Fragment of D.F.G. Figure 3.b Delays and function ser are given for illustration purpose 

number of c_steps as cost function 

Figure 3.f Scheduling solution wilh lhe um 
of the delays of !he c_ teps as cost function 

01 02 03 01 02 03 
fl 230 - - fl - 70 -
f2 - 80 f2 180 -
f3 70 f3 - - 70 

Figure 3.d T=230ns Figure 3.e T=180ns 

01 02 03 
l f2 - 80 - Tl=80ns 
l f3 - - 70 

I fl I ~I I ~2 ~ ~~ I T2=SOn 

Figure 3.g T=130n 

Figure.3 (Module binding I scheduling I control scheme) impact on circuit performance. 

3 RESULTS 

We have applied this control scheme to the fifth order filter from (e.g. Dewilde 1987). The DFG 
is composed of 26 additions and 8 multiplications. 

First experiment : In order to demonstrate the efficiency ofthis method with the usual schedul
ing hypothesis, we have first assumed a synchronous clocking scheme. The delay of the 40ns for 
the adders and I OOns for the multipliers. Mult-P are two-stage pipeline multipliers with a 
2 X SOns delay. Cycle time is taken at SOns (possible chaining of additions is inhibited). The criti
cal path length is 17 cycles. Table I summarizes the results . The scheduling results (number of 
c-steps) have been obtained from literature (e.g. Hwangl991 ). The fifth column gives the sum of 
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the slack times Tidle due to the synchronous clocking (under the assumptions on the delays) with 
Tidle = number of c-steps with only additions multiplied by (50-40)ns. 

Second experiment : Then we have assumed an adjusted clocking scheme and the same 
hypothesis on f.u. delays. Results are reported in the right side of Table I using and ad hoc sched
uling algorithms. It must be noticed, as mentioned before, that not only the total delay has been 
reduced but also the number of c-steps. This c-step reduction can not be obtained by using a syn
chronous control model during scheduling and adjusting the c-step delay afterwards. It is clear 
that the gain on performance evolves in the same way as the difference between the chosen clock 
period and the delay of additions. 

Third experiment: Table 2 presents results with a richer f.u. library :adders 40 ns, multipliers 
100 ns, alus (+:SOns, X : liOns). The sixth column give results obtained from literature with a 
standard clocking. In the last column, the total delay is computed with a 55 ns clock cycle, with 
regard to the f.u. delays and assuming that multiplications overlap two c-steps. This shows again 
that "adjusted control" minimizes the total delay not only by suppressing the idle times but also by 
minimizing the number of c-steps. 

Table 1 :experiments with synchronous control (clock period SOns) and adjusted control 

Synchronous control Adjusted control 
Adders Mult. Mult-P c-steps 7fdle total delay c-steps total delay 

I ~I 28 80 ns 1400 ns 27 1320 ns 
2 ~ 18 100 ns 950 ns 17 800 ns 
~3 ~3 17 90 ns 850 ns 16 760 ns 
I ~I 28 170 ns 1400 ns 28 1230 ns 
2 19 SOns 950ns 19 870 ns 
~3 ~2 17 90 ns 850 ns 17 760 ns 
2 ~2 18 110 ns 900 ns 18 790 ns 

Table 2 

Adjusted control Synhronous control 
Adders Mult. Alu c-steps total delay c-steps total delay 

2 19 1190 ns 23 1265 ns 

18 1000 ns 

2 17 900 ns 19 1035ns 

4 CONCLUSION 

We propose a control scheme for high level synthesis systems that allow to minimize the idle time 
when sequencing data operations. It is mainly valuable for large behavioral description when per
formance is addressed. This is achieved by using a counter that drives the clock signal of the con
troller. 

The silicon area offset is constant and minor to the controller area itself while the gain on 
performance is all the better that the heterogeneity of data instructions is high. 
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